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The hippocampus has long been
known as a brain structure funda-

mental for memory formation and
retrieval. Recent technological advances
of cellular tracing techniques and optoge-
netic manipulation strategies have
allowed to unravel important aspects of
the cellular origin of memory, and have
started to shed new light on the neuronal
networks involved in encoding, consoli-
dation and retrieval of memory in the
hippocampus. In particular, memory
traces, or engrams, that are formed dur-
ing encoding in the dentate gyrus and
CA3 region are crucial for memory
retrieval and amenable to modulation by
neuroplastic mechanisms, including
adult hippocampal neurogenesis. Here,
we will discuss how memory traces are
being encoded at the cellular level, how
they may contribute to pattern separa-
tion and pattern completion in the hip-
pocampus, and how they can be
associated with different experiences to
express memories of opposite valence.
We propose a mechanism by which adult
hippocampal neurogenesis may contrib-
ute to the formation of engrams, which
may be relevant not only for the encoding
of contextual information, but also for
mood abnormalities, such as anxiety and
depression.

The major task of a functional memory
system is to encode discrete information
without interference and to be able to cor-
rectly recall memories when being pre-
sented with only partial cues of that
memory. Recent work has demonstrated
that the hippocampus is able to carry
out this task by assigning different

computational steps to its individual sub-
regions. Using single unit activity record-
ings from the dentate gyrus and CA3
region of the rat, Neunuebel and Knierim
(2014) demonstrated that subtle changes
in local and global cue positions on a cir-
cular track disrupt the coherence in the fir-
ing rate of dentate granule cells with the
spatial position of the rat, suggesting that
small differences in the environment can
change the place fields of neurons in the
dentate gyrus. These changes in dentate
gyrus activity in response to subtle varia-
tions in the environment occur despite the
fact that firing fields in the entorhinal cor-
tex remain stable, supporting the notion
that the dentate gyrus performs a pattern
separation computation on its input sig-
nals from the entorhinal cortex (Leutgeb
et al., 2007). In contrast to this ability of
the dentate gyrus to disambiguate small
differences in mnemonic input, firing
rates of downstream CA3 pyramidal cells
remain highly correlated with spatial posi-
tion, and this correlation only degrades
when large changes in cue positions are
introduced (Neunuebel and Knierim,
2014). Moreover, downstream neuronal
representations in CA3 resemble more
closely the original entorhinal cortex
input, suggesting that CA3 is able to per-
form a pattern completion computation
on the degraded input that it receives
from the dentate gyrus (Neunuebel et al.,
2013). Therefore, during encoding of
(spatial) memory, similar contextual
inputs from the entorhinal cortex are first
disambiguated by the dentate gyrus as a
gateway into the memory storage of the
hippocampus. This information is subse-
quently relayed onto CA3 neurons, which
store these different representations and
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are able to retrieve the memory when neu-
ral inputs of incomplete aspects of that
memory are being detected (Kheirbek
et al., 2012).

Anatomically, the dentate gyrus is ide-
ally evolved to perform pattern separation:
The number of granule cells in the dentate
gyrus is around 5 times larger than the
number of entorhinal cortex cells that
project onto them (»200,000 entorhinal
cortex cells vs. »1,000,000 dentate gran-
ule cells), and the dense network of gran-
ule neurons is only sparsely activated by
its entorhinal cortex inputs (Amaral et al.,
1990; Stone et al., 2011a). This organiza-
tion of the dentate gyrus facilitates the
activation of discrete neuronal populations
during experiences of different, but similar
spatial contexts (Kheirbek et al., 2012;
Liu et al., 2012). In order to understand
how a memory trace is formed within the
hippocampus in vivo, recent studies have
employed novel transgenic techniques, in
which promoters of immediate early
genes, such as Arc or c-fos (Link et al.,
1995; Lyford et al., 1995), control
reporter genes during an experimentally
defined time window. This technique has
allowed indelible labeling of the individual
neurons that are recruited during memory
encoding of a specific experience, such as
during contextual fear conditioning. In
line with the aforementioned sparse acti-
vation of the dentate gyrus, approximately
only 1–5% of granule cells are labeled
when mice receive a footshock in a specific
context, while levels of activated neurons
in CA3 and CA1 are substantially higher
(»10% and »15%, respectively) (Liu
et al., 2012; Tayler et al., 2013). Interest-
ingly, when mice are fear conditioned by
receiving footshocks in a specific context
A, and are subsequently re-exposed to that
same context 2–5 d later, a small propor-
tion of previously recruited cells in the
dentate gyrus and CA3 are reactivated,
even though no footshocks are being
delivered during the second exposure. In
contrast, when mice are exposed to a dis-
tinct context B, which they had never
experienced before, a different population
of neurons in the dentate gyrus and CA3
are activated, suggesting that a fraction of
the cells that are active during memory
encoding are also recruited during
retrieval of that memory (Deng et al.,

2013; Denny et al., 2014; Tayler et al.,
2013). When mice are exposed to context
A 2 weeks after contextual fear condition-
ing, the number of neurons that are reacti-
vated in the dentate gyrus is reduced
compared to the number of neurons that
are reactivated 2 days after fear condition-
ing, suggesting that 2 weeks after encod-
ing, the memory has either started to
move out of the dentate gyrus or that
memory expression is less reliant on the
dentate gyrus (Tayler et al., 2013). More-
over, 30 d after memory encoding in con-
text A, reactivation in the dentate gyrus
and CA3 are further decreased, while the
amount of freezing, which is measured as
an index of successful retrieval of the con-
ditioned fear, remains high and is similar
in context A and in context B (Denny
et al., 2014) (Fig. 1). The similar behav-
ioral response likely reflects behavioral
generalization at this remote time point.
However, it is important to note that the
hippocampus is not the only region where
an entire engram is stored. Indeed, during
encoding, neurons are also recruited in
cortical areas, such as the retrosplenial cor-
tex, the lateral entorhinal cortex and the
posterior parietal cortex, and reactivation
of these cortical cells of the memory trace
remains stable over time (Wang et al.,
2006; Tayler et al., 2013). Moreover, one
month after memory acquisition, memory
retrieval is not as dependent on the hippo-
campus, and predominantly reliant on
cortical areas (Tayler et al., 2013).

The functional implications of the hip-
pocampal engram for the expression of a
memory have been demonstrated mainly
by optogenetic studies, which have stimu-
lated or inhibited the population of neu-
rons that were recruited during memory
encoding. Specifically, granule cells in the
dentate gyrus that were recruited during
contextual fear conditioning in context A
were labeled with the light-sensitive ion
channel, channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2),
and mice were subsequently exposed to a
novel context B. Light-induced activation
of the same cells that were labeled during
encoding of context A, increased freezing
levels in the new context B, in which a
footshock was never delivered, demon-
strating that activation of the same set of
granule neurons that are recruited during
the formation of a fear memory is sufficient

for the expression of that memory (Liu
et al., 2012). Accordingly, optogenetic
inhibition of these engram-bearing cells in
the dentate gyrus impairs context-elicited
freezing after fear conditioning in context
A, demonstrating that reactivation of the
memory trace is indeed necessary for mem-
ory expression (Denny et al., 2014). Inter-
estingly, when dentate granule neurons are
labeled with ChR2 during exposure to a
neutral context, and are then activated
when mice receive footshocks in a distinct
context, the memory of the fear for the
footshock can be stored in these artificially
activated cells and later on retrieved when
mice are re-exposed to the neutral context
in which they never received a foot shock
(Garner et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2012;
Ramirez et al., 2013). These data demon-
strate that the memory engram of a neu-
tral experience can be experimentally
associated with an event of high valence,
such as fear. This ‘false’ memory is stable,
recruits downstream fear-processing struc-
tures such as the basolateral amygdala
(BLA), and can be re-activated in a
completely novel context to express the
false fear memory (Ramirez et al., 2013).
Moreover, a memory of positive or nega-
tive valence can be manipulated to
become a memory of the opposite valence.
Redondo and colleagues (2014) demon-
strated that the valence of a fearful mem-
ory (i.e., foot shocks in context A) can be
transformed into a rewarding memory
when the engram-bearing cells that encode
the fearful memory are activated during
the experience of a rewarding stimulus, for
example, during exposure to a female con-
specific. As a result, mice whose fearful
memory engram has been associated with
reward now show less freezing in the aver-
sive context. Similarly, the memory of a
rewarding situation can be replaced by an
aversive memory, when the engram of a
reward is activated during exposure to a
fearful context (Redondo et al., 2014).
Together, these findings demonstrate that
the memory trace is plastic and can be
transformed when neurons of the dentate
gyrus that encode this memory are active
during encoding of a different context.
On a circuit level, this transformation in
memory valence is mediated by changes in
connectivity of the hippocampus with
different memory engrams in the BLA.
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However, while the dentate gyrus memory
engram is malleable and can be associated
with different valences, the engram in the
BLA is stable. Therefore, re-association of
one and the same dentate gyrus engram
with memories of different valences will
subsequently recruit different neuronal
populations in the BLA, suggesting that
the BLA retains the fear-related informa-
tion belonging to that engram, but this
information is no longer being accessed
due to plastic changes that have occurred
at the level of the dentate gyrus (Redondo
et al., 2014).

How the dentate gyrus performs these
critical steps in memory encoding, consol-
idation, and retrieval at the cellular and
molecular level is still largely unknown.
The unique ability of the dentate gyrus to
continuously generate new neurons
throughout adulthood has repeatedly been
shown to be involved in hippocampus-
dependent learning and memory
(reviewed in Koehl and Abrous, 2011,
Kheirbek et al., 2012; Drew et al., 2013)
as well as in forgetting of previously
formed memories (Akers et al., 2014).
Adult hippocampal neurogenesis is specifi-
cally important for encoding weak memo-
ries, but not for encoding strong
memories, as mice without neurogenesis
are impaired in contextual fear condition-
ing when only brief training (one shock) is
provided, while mice without neurogene-
sis are not impaired in contextual fear con-
ditioning when strong training (multiple
shocks) is provided (Drew et al., 2010).
Moreover, adult neurogenesis is necessary
for the dentate gyrus to perform behav-
ioral pattern separation, as neurogenesis
ablation by x-irradiation impairs spatial
discrimination when cues are presented
with only little spatial separation (Clelland
et al., 2009; Swan et al., 2014). Accord-
ingly, increasing neurogenesis improves
behavioral pattern separation in a contex-
tual discrimination task (Sahay et al.,
2011), demonstrating the involvement of
neurogenesis in maintaining this crucial
function of the dentate gyrus during
memory formation.

The question remains how adult hip-
pocampal neurogenesis contributes to the
formation of the memory trace and to the
reactivation of neurons that are recruited
during memory encoding. Initial studies

suggested that adult-born neurons might
be preferentially recruited to the memory
trace during encoding because they exhibit
lower excitation thresholds than their
mature counterparts (Kee et al., 2007).
However, this model is controversial, as
recent studies have demonstrated that
adult-born granule cells are integrated
into spatial memory networks only after
5 weeks of age, and that these neurons are
not more or less likely to be activated dur-
ing encoding, than granule cells that were
generated during embryonic or early post-
natal development (Stone et al., 2011b).
Surprisingly, although neurogenesis abla-
tion impairs context-elicited freezing after
one shock contextual fear conditioning, it
does not affect reactivation of engram-
bearing cells in the dentate gyrus. Instead,
although adult hippocampal neurogenesis
is restricted to the dentate gyrus, ablation
of adult-born neurons decreases reactiva-
tion only downstream in CA3 (Drew
et al., 2010; Denny et al., 2012; Denny
et al., 2014), suggesting a modulatory role
of adult-born neurons for overall hippo-
campal function and engram formation.
Indeed, adult hippocampal neurogenesis
has been shown to regulate overall neuro-
nal activity in the dentate gyrus
(Burghardt et al., 2012; Ikrar et al., 2013,
Lacefield et al., 2012) and ablation of
neurogenesis prolongs the maintenance of
LTP in the dentate gyrus and thereby
retains hippocampus-dependency of
memory retrieval. These data suggest that
adult-born neurons are necessary to pro-
mote a gradual decay of dentate gyrus
activity and determine how long a mem-
ory remains dependent on the hippocam-
pus before it is relayed to extra-
hippocampal regions, including cortical
structures (Kitamura et al., 2009). Dis-
turbed connectivity within the dentate
gyrus network without neurogenesis may
thus ultimately result in inaccurate activa-
tion of downstream neurons in CA3, and
consequently cause the recruitment of a
less defined population of neurons to the
memory engram. Such disturbances may
reduce the ability of the dentate gyrus to
disambiguate similar contextual represen-
tations and could be independent of
changes in the engram of the dentate
gyrus. Instead, adult-born neurons
may compete with established synaptic

connections to reconfigure existing neuro-
nal circuits and projections to CA3. The
role of adult-born hippocampal neurons
in memory processing may thus not pre-
dominantly lie in their action as indepen-
dent cellular encoding units, but rather in
regulating neural activity of dentate gran-
ule cells, which causes remodeling of
downstream hippocampal neural networks
(Sahay and Hen, 2007; Piatti et al.,
2013).

To unambiguously address the ques-
tion if and how adult-born neurons may
regulate overall dentate gyrus activity, it
will be necessary for future studies to visu-
alize and functionally manipulate adult-
born neurons and mature granule cells
separately while they are fully connected
within the neurogenic niche. Modern in
vivo microscopy techniques (Barretto
et al., 2011; Ziv et al., 2013) and electro-
physiological approaches, (Pern�ıa-
Andrade et al., 2014) paired with trans-
genic techniques to specifically label either
adult-born cells or mature neurons, will
be crucial to determine how these individ-
ual cell populations interact physiologi-
cally to contribute to memory formation
in awake behaving animals. Such in vivo
approaches will allow addressing crucial
questions of connectivity as they relate to
neural network function and behavior in a
more natural way than electrophysiologi-
cal measurements of acute slices. In addi-
tion, novel cellular tracing techniques,
such as monosynaptic rabies virus-medi-
ated retrograde tracers to label synaptic
connections of adult-born neurons, will
be invaluable tools to map the in vivo con-
nectivity of adult-born granule cells.
(Vivar et al., 2012) Together, these tech-
niques may ultimately be able provide
unprecedented insight into the functional
role of adult-born neurons in regulating
the neural circuitry of the dentate gyrus,
and in hippocampal memory processing.

How these complex cellular computa-
tions are regulated at the molecular level
has not yet been widely explored. Only
two recent studies have examined the role
of brain-derived neurotrophic factor
(BDNF) as a molecular mediator for pat-
tern separation in the dentate gyrus. Infu-
sions of a BDNF blocking antibody into
the dentate gyrus, either 15 min before or
5 min after training in a spatial location
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discrimination task, impaired discrimina-
tion of 2 nearby positions 24 hours later,
suggesting that BDNF may be necessary
for memory encoding and early consolida-
tion. Importantly, blocking BDNF only
impaired discrimination of locations that
were very close in space, but not when the
distance between the same locations was
larger, suggesting a role for BDNF specifi-
cally in behavioral pattern separation.
Importantly, and in line with the above-
described role of the dentate gyrus engram
in retrieval of that same memory, blocking
BDNF 15 min before the retrieval test did
not impair the ability to distinguish 2
nearby locations, confirming that BDNF-
dependent pattern separation takes place
during encoding, and not during retrieval.

Moreover, blocking BDNF 6 hrs after
encoding does also not impair pattern sep-
aration, indicating that the effect of
BDNF is either acute, or limited to only
the first phase of the consolidation phase
(Bekinschtein et al., 2013). Importantly,
local infusion of BDNF into the dentate
gyrus during encoding also improves pat-
tern separation, and this effect is absent in
animals in which neurogenesis is ablated
(Bekinschtein et al., 2014). While these
findings suggest that BDNF may act spe-
cifically on adult-born neurons to enable
pattern separation in the dentate gyrus, it
remains to be elucidated how this acute
action of BDNF may regulate the activity
of adult-born neurons. The tropomyosin-
related kinase B (TrkB) receptor, which is

expressed in neural progenitors, is
a likely target and has previously
been shown to be necessary for
proliferation and differentiation
of adult hippocampal progentior
cells (Li et al., 2008), as well as
for neurogenesis-dependent LTP
(Bergami et al., 2008), which, as
described above, may be of partic-
ular relevance for the formation of
engrams not only in the dentate
gyrus, but also downstream in
CA3.

In summary, while labeling
and functionally manipulating
engrams has greatly improved our
understanding of the cellular basis
of memory, many questions
remain to be answered. Multiple
lines of evidence point toward a
crucial role for adult hippocampal
neurogenesis in memory forma-
tion, but how the population of
adult-born neurons contributes to
reactivation of the memory
engram in CA3, but not in the
dentate gyrus, is still a matter of
debate. Moreover, all studies dis-
cussed in this review have exclu-
sively investigated engrams in the
dorsal dentate gyrus. While the
encoding of contextual fear mem-
ories is specifically dependent on
the dorsal, but not the ventral
portion of the dentate gyrus
(Kheirbek et al., 2013), it remains
to be elucidated whether different
types of memories form also in

the ventral dentate gyrus, where they may
be particularly relevant for emotional
behavior, anxiety, and regulation of the
neuroendocrine system. Indeed, chronic
stress predominantly decreases neurogene-
sis in the ventral dentate gyrus and also
impairs memory retrieval and neuronal
reactivation in CA3 (Denny et al., 2014),
pointing toward stress-induced disturban-
ces in engram formation. It remains to be
determined whether the same cellular and
molecular mechanisms that control mem-
ory formation and pattern separation
may also operate to encode stress-related
information that ultimately precipitate
depression and anxiety. If this was the
case, it may provide important new insight
into the cellular basis of mood disorders

Figure 1. Figure showing encoding, retrieval and new learning with and without neurogenesis. (A) left:
immediate early gene activation (Arc, c-fos) in the dentate gyrus and CA3 region of the hippocampus during
memory encoding (green cells). Right: During new learning, predominantly new cells are being activated in
the dentate gyrus and CA3 (yellow cells). (B) During memory retrieval, a subset of cells that were activated
during encoding are recruited (red cells), and new cells are being activated (yellow cells). (C) Without neuro-
genesis, memory retrieval is impaired and reactivation is decreased in CA3 but not in the dentate gyrus, as
indicated by less co-labeling (red cells) than in (B).
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and their treatment. Indeed, a previous
report has shown that conditioning to a
safety cue can inhibit conditioned fear
memory and elicit an antidepressant-like
response in behavioral tasks of depression
and anxiety. Moreover, the antidepres-
sant-like effects of learned safety are
dependent on neurogenesis and associated
with BDNF release in the dentate gyrus
(Pollak et al., 2008), further supporting a
role for BDNF-dependent effects on
adult-born hippocampal neurons in regu-
lating the plasticity of the memory trace in
the hippocampus. Considering the afore-
mentioned role of neurogenesis specifi-
cally in encoding weak, but not strong
memories, a reduction in neurogenesis as
a result of chronic stress may impair
encoding of weak stimuli of positive
valence, thereby biasing the perception of
the environment toward events of poten-
tially more negative valence, ultimately
facilitating the development of depressive
mood. Therefore, it may be conceivable to
enhance neurogenesis and activate
engrams of safety or positive valence in
order to inhibit learned fear or cellular
ensembles that encode aversive, possibly
depressogenic information.

The same innovative technology that
has recently enabled the groundbreaking
discovery of hippocampal memory traces,
and the possibility of their modulation,
will likely continue to answer many of the
remaining questions about the functional
role of neurogenesis in memory forma-
tion. Addressing these important ques-
tions may ultimately allow us to harness
the potential of adult-born neurons as cru-
cial regulators of hippocampal function,
memory, and mood.
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